Alaris Fact Sheet

28 Years of Digital Imaging Innovation

The Information Management division of Kodak Alaris is now Alaris. Over the years, we've helped customers reach their digital transformation goals through image science innovation, award-winning technology and our global network of partners. And that’s not changing.

1990 First Kodak Production Scanners
1995 High-Volume Capture Software
1999 Kodak Extended Warranty Care Kits
2000 Perfect Page technology introduced
2004 First Distributed Capture Scanners
2008 Kodak Capture Pro Software launched
2013 Kodak Alaris founded, Information Management Division launched
2017 Alaris IN2 Ecosystem & Alaris S2000 Series Scanners announced
2018 Alaris, a Kodak Alaris Business Division Rename

1.5 Trillion+
Pages have been scanned by Kodak and Alaris Scanners since 1990

#1
Global market share leader in production capture

Over 1.5M Scanners manufactured since 1990

Award Winning Technology

More Buyers Lab (BLI) Awards than any other scanner manufacturer, with Scanner Line of the Year awards for three consecutive years.

Expert Delivery with Partners

We make sense for your business by exploring better ways to partner and deliver solutions through our Alaris IN2 Ecosystem.

- 2018 SiriusDecisions Channel Marketing Program of the Year
- 2018 CRN 5 Star Partner Program Winner
- 2017 Business Solutions Magazine Best Channel Vendor

Image Science that Makes Sense

Building on the foundation of our best-in-class technology, Alaris is moving ahead focused on our role in transforming your business.

10%
Advantage in OCR accuracy vs. competition
90%
First-time service fix rates, or better
Over 150 Patents for innovations in image capture & processing

99.999%
Document feed accuracy

We are committed to proving that Alaris is the right choice for your business. Come let us show you how.

Alaris. Makes Sense.

Sources
1. Based on average scanning volume for global Alaris install base.
2. Based on internal Alaris evaluation of industry analysts' market revenue data.
3. Alaris manufacturing data.
4. Based on Keypoint Intelligence-Buyers Lab testing of the Alaris S2000 Series Scanners.
7. Based on Keypoint Intelligence-Buyers Lab testing of 19 scanners (2 million pages) in the past 5 years.
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